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Abstract  Hydrothermal fluids in ultramafic-hosted hydrothermal systems associated with oceanic detachment faults can be more oxidizing compared to mafic-hosted vent sites. These fluids form a mineral assemblage of pyrite, magnetite and hematite. At 13°30′N on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, chlorite-quartz breccias recovered from an exposed fault scarp contain pyrite, with abundant magnetite and hematite, indicating that the redox of the fluids was variable. In primary micron-scale zonations in pyrite, Ni, Co, and Se have a decoupled relationship, recording fluctuations in the chemical composition and temperature of hydrothermal fluid as the grains grew. Secondary zonations that erase and overprint primary zonations are limited to the grain margin and permeable regions within the grain core. Secondary zonations formed via two processes: (a) grain dissolution followed by overgrowth, and (b) remobilization of metals during oxidizing fluid flow events. In both instances, Ni and Co have been mobilized and concentrated, and are not lost to the hydrothermal fluid. Superimposed on these features is evidence of grain scale deformation related to periods of fault movement along the detachment surface. Sulfur isotope ratios (δ34S) in pyrite systematically decrease from the grain margin to the grain core, indicating that increased amounts of sulfur were derived from thermochemical sulfate reduction of seawater. Thus, pyrite records the evolution of fluid flow and deformation events during exhumation along the detachment surface from ~1 to 2 km below the seafloor at the base of the lava pile, with temporal fluctuations in fluid redox identified as an important process in controlling Ni and Co enrichment in pyrite.

Plain Language Summary  Detachment faults are long lived faults that can expose ultramafic rocks at the seafloor. We aim to investigate the links between hydrothermal activity and detachment fault formation. To do this we use pyrite as a tape recorder for past fluid flow events. Across individual mineral grains, distinct zonations in metal content and sulfur isotope ratios show that the incursion of seawater occurred periodically during pyrite growth, increasing during fault movement events that lead to changes in the temperature and pH of the fluids in the fault zone. These changes concentrated metals toward the center of individual mineral grains. Zonations were then overprinted by later deformation-related events, providing evidence that the samples formed at deeper crustal levels below the seafloor and were progressively exhumed at the seafloor over time.

1. Introduction

Pyrite in seafloor massive sulfide (SMS) deposits and associated hydrothermal systems can act as a recorder for past hydrothermal fluid conditions, tracing temporal fluctuations in fluid pH, temperature, salinity and redox, that are preserved as micron-scale geochemical and isotopic variations across individual mineral grains (e.g., Martin et al., 2023). Assessing the relationship between faulting, fluid flow and mineralization is especially important in areas that have long, protracted growth histories characterized by multiple episodes of faulting, fluid flow and mineralization, such as oceanic core complexes and associated detachment fault zones (e.g., Escartin et al., 2017). We show that pyrite from a detachment fault zone records periods of more oxidizing fluid flow, which lead to distinct zonations in Ni and Co content and δ34S values across individual pyrite grains. These zonations in turn have been modified during deformation associated with continued slip events along the detachment fault surface. The response and behavior of metals to oxidizing fluid flow events can also be used more widely...
to understand the waning stages of hydrothermal activity where pyrite becomes oxidized to secondary minerals such as hematite, goethite and jarosite in SMS deposits (Herzig et al., 1991; Hu et al., 2022; Murton et al., 2019). We investigated pyrite sampled at an exposed fault scarp at 13°30’N on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Escartín et al., 2017), where samples contained pyrite, magnetite and hematite, indicating that the redox state of the fluids was highly variable. The exposed fault scarp is interpreted to represent the detachment fault surface where lower crustal mafic material and serpentinite may be exhumed to shallow crustal depths or even the seafloor (Pierce et al., 2020). Samples with a similar mineral assemblage have only rarely been found on the modern seafloor, since the majority of the hydrothermal fluids are governed by the pyrite-pyrrhotite buffer at depth (Seyfried et al., 1999). Assemblages containing abundant magnetite, hematite and pyrite are documented from the Suwe hydrothermal field on the Southwest-Indian Ridge (SWIR) (Liao et al., 2022), at Turtle Pits on the southern Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Haase et al., 2007), and in few samples from the ultramafic-hosted Logatchev field on the northern Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Dekov et al., 2018). They are also known to occur in several ancient volcanogenic massive sulfide (VMS) deposits (Almodóvar et al., 2019; Martin et al., 2018; Yildirim et al., 2016). However, the origin of more oxidizing fluids, how these fluids evolve over time, and the effect these fluctuations have on trace metal enrichment processes remain poorly characterized. Using a combination of etching, geochemical mapping and systematic quantitative geochemical transects, we show that pyrite chemistry varies intricately at the micron scale. Primary micron scale zonations show evidence of post-deposition formation and are commonly overprinted by reaction fronts produced by oxidizing fluids, leading to the concentration of Ni and Co toward the grain core, providing linkages between deformation, fluid flow and faulting events in an oceanic detachment fault.

2. Geological Setting

The 13°30’N Oceanic Core complex (OCC) on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Figure 1a) is located on the western flank of the axial rift valley (Smith et al., 2008). The OCC detachment surface, delineated by well-developed surface striations is continuous in the direction of spreading for ~10 km and is approximately 4.5 km wide (Figures 1b and 1c) (Escartín et al., 2017; MacLeod et al., 2009; Pertsev et al., 2012). The OCC consists of serpentinitized peridotites, gabbros and occasional pillow basalt flows, and is considered to be inactive owing to the propagation of volcanic ridges to the north, and consequent termination of the detachment fault (Escartín et al., 2017; MacLeod et al., 2009). Five sites of sulfide accumulation and hydrothermal venting, four inactive and one active, occur at 13°30’N, collectively termed the Semenov vent field cluster (Cherkashev et al., 2013; Melekestseva et al., 2014; Pertsev et al., 2012). Only Semenov-2 remains hydrothermally active, whilst Semenov-1, -3, -4 and -5 are inactive (Figure 1b).

3. Methods and Sample Collection

3.1. Sample Collection

The magnetite-pyrite-rich samples analyzed in this study (Cruise samples V558–347 and V558–357, and corresponding IGSN number CNRS0000000351 and CNRS0000000361) were collected during the 2013 ODEMAR cruise aboard the N/O Pourquoi Pas? (IFREMER, France) (https://doi.org/10.17600/13030070). Sample collection was conducted using the ROV Victor6000 (IFREMER, France; Escartín, 2014). The two samples in this study were collected 90 m apart at water depths of 2,801 m and 2,820 m along a sub-vertical cliff in the Semenov-4 area (Table 1; Figures 2a). This cliff corresponds to a fault scarp facing WSW that dissects the detachment near its termination. This scarp provides a cross-sectional exposure through the footwall, and of the now inactive detachment fault (Figures 1c and 2a). A video of the sample collection can be found here: https://video.ifremer.fr/video?id=13466. Seafloor observations suggest two possible scenarios explaining the origin of the samples analyzed here: (a) samples are from the detachment fault zone and therefore record fluid flow-deformation interaction that occurred at depth, while the detachment fault was still active or (b) the origin of sulfide mineralization is related to the nearby Semenov-4 hydrothermal field and occurred in response to later faulting that cross-cuts the toe of the detachment forming a graben structure.

3.2. Analytical Methods

3.2.1. Whole-Rock Geochemistry

The hydrothermal samples (n = 3) were crushed, powdered in an agate mill (PulveriSette 5 by Frisch), and analyzed commercially at ACTLABS (Ancaster, Canada) for their major and trace element composition using
a combination of methods, including inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy, inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry, and instrumental neutron activation (Table S1 in Supporting Information S2).

High-purity burnt and acid-treated quartz-sand, iso-2-propanol, and deionized water were used for cleaning in between samples. In order to control the accuracy of the measurements, two certified international reference materials (standards CCu-1c and CZn-3; Table S1 in Supporting Information S2) were prepared and analyzed as unknown samples along with the other samples.

3.2.2. Mineralogy and Etching

Representative samples were prepared as both polished mounts and thin sections \((n = 6)\), from the hand specimen sample shown in Figure 2b. Transmitted light microscopy was undertaken on thin section samples to identify alteration minerals present. Reflected light microscopy and etching were undertaken on the remaining four polished mounts. Quantitative mineralogy, to determine modal mineral abundance, was undertaken using an FEI Quanta 400 Scanning Electron Microscope at Memorial University of Newfoundland (Canada), employing an operating voltage of 25 kV with a 2 µm pixel size and a step size for x-ray acquisition of 4 pixels.

Etching was performed using sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) for 90 s, then samples were rinsed with water and air dried. This method tarnishes the pyrite surface and can be used to delineate internal zonations and sub-grain
mineral boundaries. The tarnish was easily removed using a polishing pad and a diamond suspension polishing solution.

3.2.3. Qualitative Geochemical Mapping of Pyrite

Geochemical maps of representative pyrite grains were undertaken using an Electron Probe Micro-Analyzer (EPMA). All maps were acquired using an accelerating voltage of 20 kV, a beam current between 250 and
300 nA, a dwell time of 50–200 ms and a step size of 1–3 μm, depending on the size of the grain analyzed. Maps were collected using two EPMA instruments: a JEOL JXA-8530F+ at the University of Minnesota (U.S.) and a JEOL JXA-8230 at the Memorial University of Newfoundland (Canada). Each instrument was equipped with up to five wavelength dispersive spectrometers allowing the simultaneous detection of Co, Ni, Se, and Cu. Element concentrations were not quantified during mapping, hence only relative changes in metal content can be assessed.

3.2.4. Quantitative Geochemistry of Pyrite

The trace metal content of pyrite (n = 168 spots, 2 lines) was determined using laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) on four representative polished mounts. LA-ICP-MS analysis was performed at Memorial University of Newfoundland (Canada) using a GeoLas 193 nm laser coupled to a Thermo-Finnigan Element XR ICP-MS. Analysis employed a spot diameter of 40 μm at a frequency of 5 Hz and a fluence of 3 J/cm². Each analysis lasted 50 s and a gas blank was measured for 30 s prior to each analysis. Lines were conducted under the same analytical parameters as spot analyses and the sample translated relative to the laser at 15 μm/s. Analyte masses measured included $^{51}$V, $^{53}$Cr, $^{54}$Mn, $^{59}$Co, $^{60}$Ni, $^{65}$Cu, $^{66}$Zn, $^{69}$Ga, $^{72}$Ge, $^{75}$As

Figure 2. (a) Image showing sample collection at the seafloor (V558-357). An exposed sulfide vein occurs on a face interpreted as a fault scarp. (b) Photo of the cut sample surface analyzed in this study. Host rock clasts are cross-cut by a network of pyrite veins. The matrix contains coarse-grained euhedral pyrite, commonly with atoll structures (inset image) in a cement of hematite, magnetite, chlorite and quartz. Py = pyrite, Hm-Mt = hematite-magnetite, Chl = chlorite.
3.2.5. Sulfur Isotope Analysis

The sulfur isotopic composition (δ34S) of pyrite (n = 45) was obtained using secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) microanalysis in three polished mounts. Samples were mounted in epoxy resin with aluminum retaining rings, polished, and then coated with 300 Å of Au to mitigate the charging of the sample during ion bombardment. Analyses were performed using a Cameca IMS 7f SIMS instrument equipped with a ETP 133H electron multiplier at the University of Manitoba (Canada). Each sample was bombarded with a primary ion beam of 3 nA of Cs+ accelerated through a potential voltage of 10 KeV and focused into a 10 μm spot. Negatively charged secondary ions were accelerated into the mass spectrometer using a potential of +8.7 KeV. Each spot was pre-sputtered for 120–180 s prior to analysis to exclude sulfur contamination from the sample surface. Each analysis lasted 7 min and included 50 cycles (1 s of detection on 32 and 5 s on 34S). The reproducibility of results was calculated based on the repeat analysis of standard reference material Balmat Pyrite (15.1‰) (Crowe & Vaughan, 1996), and to correct for instrumental mass fractionation. The spot-to-spot reproducibility was better than ±0.3‰ (Table S3 in Supporting Information S2). All analyses are reported in standard delta notation (δ34S, ‰) relative to Vienna-Canyon Diablo Troilite (V-CDT).

4. Results

4.1. Sample Characterization

In hand specimen, dark sub-angular clasts of chloritized basalt are cross-cut by a network of pyrite-bearing stringers (Figure 2b). Aggregates of coarse-grained (up to ~1 cm) euhedral pyrite surround rock clasts, occurring in a matrix of quartz, magnetite, hematite, chrome spinel, and chlorite. Many pyrite grains exhibit skeletal or atoll-like textures (Figure 2b—inset). Mineral relationships in two representative samples are shown in Figures 3 and 4. One section contains notably more magnetite and hematite (classified as iron oxide in Figure 3b) whereas the other section is more chlorite-rich (Figure 4). In both samples, pyrite is spatially associated with magnetite, hematite, and quartz (Figures 3, 4c, and 4d), with minor amounts of rutile (Figures 4e and 4f) and apatite (Figure 4b; <1 modal %). It should be noted that magnetite and hematite are not exclusively associated with pyrite and have a wide spatial distribution in the samples (Figures 3b and 4b). Chrome spinel occurs associated with both chlorite, quartz-pyrite-rich veins and disseminated in the magnetite-rich matrix (Figures 3b and 4b). In one sample analyzed chalcopyrite occurs as a discrete grain associated with quartz and lesser amounts of iron-oxide in a vein (Figures 4a and 4b).

Pyrite generally retains its euhedral morphology (Figure 5a), but is variably resorbed in its core (Figures 5b–5e) or more rarely outer margins (Figures 5e and 5f). Pyrite is overgrown by magnetite and hematite, most prolifically toward the margin of the grains (Figures 5d–5f), with some grains appearing more affected than others (e.g., Figure 5a vs. Figure 5f). Hematite occurs as singular radiating euhedral crystal clusters within pyrite (Figures 5a, 5d, and 5f) and in the matrix associated with quartz and magnetite (Figures 5g and 5h). Magnetite occurs as elongate laths (Figures 5d, 5g, and 5h) as euhedral grains (Figures 5a and 5d) and as coarse subhedral grains (Figures 5b and 5i). Chrome spinel occurs as anhedral grains that have a lighter, often highly pitted alteration rim (Figure 5j). Mineral maps indicate that the rim is Fe-rich, most likely magnetite (Figures 3 and 4b). Chalcopyrite is associated with pyrite and quartz in veins or in clasts in the chloritized matrix (Figures 5l and 5k).

4.2. Microtextural Analysis

Etching of pyrite grains reveals complex internal zonations (Figure 6). Bright zones delineate concentric zonations that are both parallel and sub-parallel to the current grain margin (Figure 6a). The zones that appear the brightest in color, and delineate a relิต core zone are generally free from hematite and magnetite inclusions (Figures 6a and 6b). In some subhedral pyrite grains, internal zonations appear as intricate irregular bands that
are randomly oriented (Figures 6c and 6d). Two distinct generations of zonation are evident in some pyrite grains (Figures 6e–6i). Intricate parallel zonations are truncated and erased near the margins of the grains (Figures 6e–6i). A bright zone, located several microns from the grain margin, forming a rind, is observed at the truncation between the different zonations (Figures 6e–6i). Individual concentric zonations, delineated by alternating dark and light bands occur at the scale of 2–3 μm (or less) (Figure 6h), and in some samples show unusual features where bands have a kinked appearance and coalesce into more massive homogenous areas, termed “streaky fabric” (Figure 6h). As the margin of the grain is approached, the zonations are destroyed.

Figure 3. Sample characterization. (a) Back scattered electron (BSE) image of V558-357 showing the location of LA-ICP-MS spot and line analyses (green and red lines). Note that vertical and horizontal lines showing a change in contrast are an analytical artifact. (b) Mineral map of sample corresponding to mineral abundances shown in the inset table. Pyrite is spatially associated with networks of quartz, hematite-magnetite (Fe-oxide) and chlorite-rich veins. Chrome spinel grains are spatially associated with pyrite and matrix material. (c) Image in plane polarized light (PPL). The matrix is composed of abundant chlorite from relict wall rock clasts with quartz containing hematite, magnetite and pyrite. (d) Image in PPL. Network of quartz, hematite, and pyrite veins crosscutting chlorite-rich material. Rutile occurs as an accessory phase at the margin of quartz veins. (e) Image in cross-polarized light (XPL), same as in image (d). Qtz = quartz, Chl = chlorite, Py = pyrite, Mt = magnetite, Hm = hematite, Rut = rutile, CrS = chrome spinel.
Similar micron-scale zonations were a common feature in many of the pyrite grains analyzed (Figures 6j and 6k). In one sample, zonations are cross-cut and destroyed by a ∼150 μm wide “channel structure” (Figure 6l) that occurs perpendicular to the direction of zonations and is spatially associated with magnetite grains.

Figure 4. Sample characterization (a) Back scattered electron (BSE) image of V558-357. Note that vertical and horizontal lines showing a change in contrast are an analytical artifact. The locations of LA-ICP-MS analyses are shown in green. The sample is silica/chlorite-rich compared with Figure 3. (b) Mineral map of sample corresponding to mineral abundances shown in the inset table. Chlorite-rich wall rock clasts are cross-cut by networks of pyrite (and chalcopyrite)-rich veins that are associated with quartz-rutile-apatite veins. Coarse-grained chrome spinel occurs throughout the sample. Hematite and magnetite (Fe-oxide) occur spatially associated with quartz. (c) Image in PPL showing quartz-hematite-magnetite vein with minor chlorite and pyrite. (d) Image in XPL, same as in image (c). (e) Image in PPL showing a large rutile grain associated with a quartz vein. The vein contains minor chlorite. (f) Image in PPL showing fine-grained rutile intergrown with quartz. Py = pyrite, Mt = magnetite, Hm = hematite, Chl = chlorite, Qtz = quartz, Rut = rutile, CrS = chrome spinel.
4.3. Geochemical Mapping

In all samples we analyzed, the bright bands identified during etching were due to enrichment in Ni or Co or both Ni + Co (Figures 7–9). The distribution of Cu in the two euhedral pyrite grains analyzed was homogeneous.
The cobalt distribution is more complex, with enriched rims mantling zones of high Ni content, which is especially prevalent in the core of the grain (Figures 7c and 7i). Nickel is highly concentrated in the grain core with a strong correlation between the brightest bands identified during etching and Ni enriched zones (Figure 7 B and H). Selenium shows no detectable variation from the core to the rim of the grains analyzed (Figures 7c and 7l). Magnetite and hematite do not preferentially host Ni, Co, Se, or Cu in the grains analyzed (Figure 7).

**Figure 6.** Photomicrographs in reflected light of etched samples. (a) Pyrite grain with a highly resorbed core and a rim overgrown by hematite and magnetite (see Figure 5E). Bright relict cores that are inclusion-poor are visible. (b) Pyrite with a bright core and concentric zonations with hematite and magnetite (see Figure 5A). (c) Subhedral pyrite with frilly irregular zonations. (d) Irregular zonations in pyrite with bright zones following inclusion or vug-rich areas. (e) Concentric zonations in pyrite overprinted by frilly zonations. (f) Pyrite with concentric zonations that are overprinted at the grain margin. (g) Streaky fabric in pyrite where micron-scale bright zonations coalesce. Note also that overprinting occurs at the grain margin. (h) Zoomed in the image of the streaky fabric. (i) Overprinting of micron-scale zonations at the grain margin. (j) Concentric zonations in pyrite—note overprinting at the grain margin and surrounding magnetite. (k) Micron-scale zonations with a stepped offset appearance, termed here as “kink bands.” (l) Concentric zonations that have been destroyed by a “channel structure” in the vicinity of magnetite grains.
In samples where random zonations occur (Figure 8a), the brightest areas in the etched image (Figure 8b) correlate with the Ni and Co distribution. Copper does not show any discernible zonation (Figure 8c). Cobalt is enriched only in the core of the grain and in two pronounced concentric zonations that are parallel to the core (Figure 8d). The cobalt distribution weakly correlates with Ni, with Co enrichment mantling zones of high Ni content (Figure 8d vs. Figure 8e). Nickel occurs in zonations that are broadly parallel to the current grain margin or areas that are inclusion-rich (Figure 8e). Selenium distribution does not correlate with either Ni or Co, instead it is enriched in areas that appear darker in color that are surrounded by Ni and Co enriched zones (Figure 8f).

In samples where intricate zonations are overprinted at the grain margin (Figure 8g), clear trends in metal distribution exist (Figure 8h). As observed in previous examples, the bright zones identified in the etched image...
Correspond to Ni and Co distribution. Copper is homogenously distributed (Figure 8i). Cobalt is enriched in a narrow rind that runs parallel to the present-day grain margin and is depleted toward the margin of the grain (Figure 8j). Cobalt is also strongly enriched in the micron-scale concentric zonations, especially where the zonations coalesce (Figure 8j). As observed with Co, Ni is also concentrated in the rind and depleted around the margin of the grain (Figure 8k). The rind is continuous, and in some areas, an outer and inner rind can be delineated, one that occurs before the area of Co enrichment (Figure 8k). Nickel is also enriched in micron-scale concentric zonations (Figure 8k). Selenium shows the inverse relationship to Ni and Co and is relatively enriched in Ni and Co-poor zones (Figure 8l). Selenium does not form a rind around the margin of the grain, but micron-scale zonations are truncated near the grain margin at the same point as Ni and Co (Figure 8l vs. Figure 8k).

Figure 8. Element distribution maps of pyrite. (a) Reflected light image. (b) Etched image with the location of SIMS sulfur isotope analytical points. (c) Cu, (d) Co, (e) Ni, (f) Se. The core zone is strongly enriched in Co-forming concentric zonations. The core is also slightly enriched in Se. Nickel is enriched in a series of frilly zonations that cause subparallel to the grain margin. Copper is homogenously distributed. (g) Reflected light image. (h) Etched image with the location of SIMS sulfur isotope analytical points. (i) Cu, (j) Co, (k) Ni, (l) Se. Bright bands in the etched image are Ni and Co enriched. Selenium shows the inverse relationship to Ni and Co. The margin of the grain is relatively depleted in Ni, Co and Se. Copper is homogenously distributed. P = primary, S = secondary.
The “channel structure” identified by an area where concentric zonations are destroyed, and cross-cut (Figures 9a and 9b) is clearly identified in the Co, Ni, and Se distribution maps (Figures 9d–9f). The “channel” is relatively depleted in Co, Ni and Se compared with surrounding pyrite. Copper is homogenously distributed (Figure 9c). Cobalt is strongly enriched in concentric zonations that occur as bright bands in the etched image (Figure 9d). Nickel distribution correlates with Co distribution in the concentric zonations (Figure 9e). At the edge of the grain, concentric zonations are overprinted and Ni is strongly enriched (Figure 9e). Selenium shows the inverse relationship to Ni and Co (Figure 9f); it is enriched between the Ni and Co-rich zones.

**Figure 9.** Element distribution maps of pyrite. (a) Reflected light image. (b) Etched image with the location of SIMS sulfur isotope analytical points. (c) Cu, (d) Co, (e) Ni, (f) Se. Concentric zonations that are enriched in Co, Ni and Se, showing the inverse spatial distribution are cross-cut and destroyed by a “channel structure.” Copper is homogenously distributed. (g) Reflected light image. (h) Etched image with the location of SIMS sulfur isotope analytical points. (i) Co, (j) Ni, (k) Se. Concentric zonations that are enriched in Ni, Co and Se, with Se showing the inverse distribution to Ni and Co. At the grain margin, zonations are overprinted. Superimposed on these features are “kink bands” and a “deformation zone.” P = primary, S = secondary.
High-resolution (1 μm step size) mapping was undertaken on one sample to investigate the relationship between Ni, Co and Se (Figures 9g–9k). A pronounced rim that is strongly depleted in Co that truncates and erases micron-scale concentric zonations occurs (Figure 9i). Nickel enrichment shows the same distribution as Co, with the notable exception that the rind for Ni is wider and appears to have two distinct enrichment zones compared with one for Co (Figure 9i vs. Figure 9j). Selenium distribution negatively correlates with Co and Ni distribution, with concentric zonations discernible on the micron-scale (Figure 9i). Selenium is depleted at the grain rim but does not form a rind as Co and Ni do (Figure 9j). Concentric zonation bands are not uniform across the grain; they contain kinks and offsets that are more pronounced toward the margin of the grain (Figure 9j). Cross-cutting the micron-scale concentric zonations is a diagonal zone 50–100 μm wide containing randomly orientated Ni-rich, Se-poor pyrite with heterogeneous Co content (Figures 9i–9k). The contact with surrounding Se-enriched pyrite is sharp (Figure 9k).

### 4.4. Bulk-Rock Geochemistry

Sample 357C has a notably higher Cu content relative to the other samples, it is also enriched in TiO₂. High SiO₂, MgO, and Al₂O₃ indicate that the sample contained a higher proportion of wall-rock material, whereas elevated Fe and S content is consistent with increased hematite, magnetite and pyrite contents (Table 1). All samples returned Au and Ag contents below the detectable limit (Table 1). Samples contained high Co, Cr, and Ni contents and all other metals analyzed occurred in trace amounts <200 ppm (Table 1).

### 4.5. Pyrite Geochemistry

Laser-ablation spot analyses confirm that pyrite contains high contents of Co and Ni with a median of 52.6 and 529 ppm (n = 168), respectively (Figure 10a). Intragrain variation in Co content ranges from 67.9 to 2,907 ppm (n = 10) and 64.5 to 6,973 for Ni (n = 19). This confirms the highly heterogeneous Co and Ni distribution found during geochemical mapping (Figures 7–9). Copper contents were generally low with a median of 4.5 ppm (n = 168); however, one grain did contain 12,126 ppm Cu (Figure 10a), having an irregular time resolved analysis profile indicating the presence of chalcopyrite inclusions. Selenium was detectable in 95% of samples with a median content of 6.5 ppm and maximum of 279 ppm (n = 168). In one grain, the Se content varied from 0.80 to 101 ppm (n = 26); however, in most samples, the Se content was less variable.

Manganese, Zn, As, and Te all occur in trace amounts with median contents ranging from 0.6 to 6.5 ppm (Figure 10b). There is no notable trend in their mineral-scale distribution (i.e., across individual grains). Vanadium, Cr, Pb and Bi all have median contents <1.2 ppm (Figure 10c); they are homogenously distributed across the mineral grains analyzed. The median content of Ge, Ga, Mo, Sn and Au is <1 ppm, with many analyses below the detectable limit (Table S3 in Supporting Information S2) (Figure 10d). Pyrite is Au-poor with maximum content of 0.06 ppm and a median of 0.01 ppm (n = 50), with only 30% of analyses above the detection limit.

There is no systematic relationship between the location of the analytical spot and Co or Ni content; the median Ni content of the pyrite cores is 344 ppm (n = 29) versus 457 ppm (n = 34) for the rim (Figure 10e). Tellurium and Se have median contents of 30 and 1.1 ppm in the core and 4.4 and 0.2 ppm at the grain rim (Figure 10f) and a moderate-to-strong correlation between Te and Se in the core (R² = 0.77), and a moderate correlation at the rim (R² = 0.45) is noted.

To assess intragrain variation in trace metal content, line analysis was performed. Line analysis confirms observations from element mapping and etching studies that the content of Ni and Co is highly variable across individual grains (Figure 11a). The distribution of Ni and Co broadly correlate with the grains; however, in some areas the enrichment of the two elements is offset (arrows in Figures 11a and 11b). Gold and Ag have irregular profiles occurring as discrete peaks (Figures 11a and 11b). In one pyrite grain, there is a strong correlation between Cu, Au and Ag (Figure 11b). Tellurium and Se exhibit similar co-variation (Figures 11a and 11b). Copper commonly has a flat ablation profile, with the exception of two discrete peaks in one pyrite grain (Figure 11b).

### 4.6. Sulfur Isotopes

Six analytical transects (n = 45 spots; Table 2) were conducted across different pyrite grains or sub-regions of the grain perpendicular to where zonations occur; the locations of analytical transects are shown in Figures 7–9.
The average δ^{34}S value for all samples is 6.4 ± 1.3‰ (n = 45, 1σ; Table 2). Intrgrain variation is summarized in Figure 12. In all transects, the grain margin was enriched in δ^{34}S relative to the core, this is best observed in Figure 9k, where the margin of the grain has a δ^{34}S value of 9.2‰ whilst all values within the core zone are <6.6‰. Similar trends were observed in all other grains we analyzed.

5. Discussion
5.1. Alteration Mineralogy and Mineral Paragenesis

The samples analyzed in this study show evidence of multiple temporally discrete hydrothermal mineralization events, indicating that they formed over a protracted period of time. We identify at least three discrete phases of mineralization but the temporal relationship between later events remains unclear. Chlorite-rich clasts that contain chalcopyrite (Figure 5k) indicate the presence of early chalcopyrite-rich veins, perhaps forming part of a basalt-hosted stockwork, that were later brecciated forming discrete chlorite ± chalcopyrite-rich

Figure 10. Summary plot of pyrite geochemistry analyzed via LA-ICP-MS (n = 168). (a) Co, Ni, Cu and Se contents. (b) Mn, Zn, As, and Te contents. (c) V, Cr, Pb, and Bi contents. (d) Ga, Ge, Mo, Sn, Sb and Au content of pyrite. (e) Ni versus Co and (f) Se versus Te, classified by spot location into core/rim of grain. X = average, line = median, whiskers = min/max, boxes = upper and lower quartiles.

The average δ^{34}S value for all samples is 6.4 ± 1.3‰ (n = 45, 1σ; Table 2). Intrgrain variation is summarized in Figure 12. In all transects, the grain margin was enriched in δ^{34}S relative to the core, this is best observed in Figure 9k, where the margin of the grain has a δ^{34}S value of 9.2‰ whilst all values within the core zone are <6.6‰. Similar trends were observed in all other grains we analyzed.

5. Discussion
5.1. Alteration Mineralogy and Mineral Paragenesis

The samples analyzed in this study show evidence of multiple temporally discrete hydrothermal mineralization events, indicating that they formed over a protracted period of time. We identify at least three discrete phases of mineralization but the temporal relationship between later events remains unclear. Chlorite-rich clasts that contain chalcopyrite (Figure 5k) indicate the presence of early chalcopyrite-rich veins, perhaps forming part of a basalt-hosted stockwork, that were later brecciated forming discrete chlorite ± chalcopyrite-rich
clasts. These clasts are then overprinted by two discrete vein networks; one rich in magnetite, pyrite and hematite (Figures 5g and 5h), the other containing predominantly quartz, apatite, pyrite and minor chalcopyrite (Figure 5l); however, there are no clear cross-cutting relationships between these two vein sets and it is unclear which formed first (Figures 3 and 4). We relate the multiple episodes of mineralization, vein formation and brecciation to changing fluid conditions in the active domain of the detachment fault, suggesting that samples likely formed at deeper crustal levels and were progressively exhumed over time (see Evidence of post-formation deformation).

Samples, that were likely basaltic in composition are altered to a mineral assemblage of chlorite, quartz, rutile and apatite with hematite, magnetite and pyrite (Figures 2 and 3). Chlorite occurs within sub-angular clasts that represent altered mafic wall-rock fragments and intergrown with quartz in a network of discrete veins (Figures 2 and 3). Chlorite forms at temperatures of >120°C in near neutral pH fluids (Reyes, 1990) and is common in seafloor hydrothermal systems forming during the alteration of mafic host rocks by seawater derived hydrothermal fluids (Humphris & Thompson, 1978). Quartz forms at temperatures >150°C and up to ∼320°C, from fluids with a low to near neutral pH (Reyes, 1990). In the samples analyzed, pyrite is spatially associated with networks of quartz veins that cross-cut chlorite-rich material (Figures 2 and 3). The intergrowth of quartz with chlorite and rutile indicates fluid temperatures of >180°C (Reyes, 1990). The absence of minerals such as epidote and illite intergrown with chlorite limits the upper temperature of alteration to around 300°C (Reyes, 1990; Schiffman & Fridleifsson, 1991). Moreover, similar alteration mineral assemblages containing chlorite-rich silica breccias, comparable to those described here, have been sampled on the detachment surface at 13°20′N (Bonnemains et al., 2017; Verlaguet et al., 2021), suggesting this alteration mineral assemblage and the fluids from which it formed may be common amongst different detachment fault zones.

Figure 11. Time resolved analytical transect for pyrite (LA-ICP-MS). Transect locations are shown in Figure 3. (a) Trace metal content is highly variable across this large euhedral pyrite. Ni and Co content shows an order of magnitude variation with slight offsets in the enrichment profiles (red arrows), as observed in trace metal maps. Copper is homogenously distributed, whereas Ag and Au have irregular profiles. Selenium exhibits some co variation with Ni and Co. (b) Nickel and Co are highly variable with a slight offset between the enrichment profiles. Copper occurs as discrete peaks that correlate with Ag and Au. Selenium exhibits some co variation with Ni, Co and Te. TRA profiles support the highly heterogenous distribution of Ni, Co and Se observed in element maps. Black arrows indicate the direction of laser motion.
Table 2
Sulfur Isotope Analysis of Individual Pyrite Grains From 13°30’N Analyzed Via SIMS (n = 45)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grain</th>
<th>δ34S (‰)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grain 1 (n = 10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain 2 (n = 5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain 3 (n = 7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain 4 (n = 5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain 5 (n = 10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain 6 (n = 8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All analyses (n = 45)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The location of analytical transects are shown in Figures 7–9.

The absence of any anhydrite, which is ubiquitous in many active SMS deposits (Petersen et al., 2000) in samples due to its retrograde solubility in fluids <160°C (Blouin & Dickson, 1969), with similar anhydrite-poor alteration assemblages found in recently inactive hydrothermal systems such as the Brothers NW Caldera vent site (Martin et al., 2022a). The occurrence of microscopicalapatite grains associated with quartz veins, as observed here, has not been documented in other SMS deposits. Given the association ofapatite exclusively with quartz veins and not in chlorite-rich clast material, a hydrothermal origin is conceivable. Chrome spinel with Fe-rich alteration rims have been reported in other ultramafic-hosted SMS deposits, where spinel is inherited from ultramafic host rocks during replacement by secondary hydrothermal minerals (Borodaev et al., 2007; Fouquet et al., 2010; Marques et al., 2006). However, as chrome spinel occurs mainly within pyrite and quartz-hematite-magnetite veins (Figures 2 and 3), it may have formed during host rock replacement of an ultramafic protolith or have precipitated directly from the hydrothermal fluid (Huang et al., 2019). Thus, the origin of chrome spinel in 13°30’N samples remains enigmatic.

Hematite and magnetite were ubiquitous in all samples analyzed. The relationship between magnetite and hematite is not clear (Figures 4d–4f). In some grains hematite can be observed replacing euhedral magnetite grains (Figure 4d). Hematite can be a primary hydrothermal precipitate or produced by the oxidation of magnetite (Zhao et al., 2019), with both primary hydrothermal and secondary origin through the oxidation of magnetite suggested here. Regardless of the exact relationship, the presence of magnetite and hematite indicates the presence of oxidizing fluids. We suggest that decreasing fluid fS2 is less significant here relative to increasing fO2, as pyrite is abundant and indicates relatively high fluid fS2, hence we conclude that the magnetite and hematite formation occurred in response to increasing fluid fO2.

The widespread occurrence of pyrite with discrete rims that are magnetite and hematite-rich relative to core zones indicates changes in fluid fO2, and potentially a small decrease in fS2 over time (Kawasumi & Chiba, 2017; Ohmoto, 2003). We discount the direct oxidation of pyrite to hematite and magnetite as a major process based on the distribution of magnetite and hematite, that occur most prolifically in the sample matrix intergrown with quartz oras discrete overgrowth rims (Figures 3 and 4). If magnetite and hematite were directly formed from the oxidation of pyrite then they would be expected to preferentially occur within or be spatially associated with pyrite grains, and this is not the case (Figures 3 and 4).

Based on the relationship between the different alteration minerals present, a mineral paragenesis can be established. Mafic-ultramafic host rocks were altered to chlorite-rich assemblages by ascending hydrothermal fluids at temperatures between 180 and 300°C. A later episode of hydrothermal fluid flow at comparably high temperatures overprints wall-rock alteration forming a discrete network of quartz-pyrite-rich veins. Progressive growth of the quartz-pyrite vein networks replaced chlorite-rich wall-rock, possibly inheriting the contained chrome spinel grains that are more resistant to dissolution than the chlorite-rich matrix material. After the initial pyrite growth, which occurred under reduced fluid conditions at a moderately low pH, the redox of the fluid changed, leading to the precipitation of hematite and magnetite, or hematite that was replaced by magnetite, or vice versa, with these fluids exploiting the pre-existing permeability networks developed along the quartz-pyrite vein networks. The mineral paragenesis of samples indicates that at least three temporally distinct hydrothermal events occurred, with later fluids being more oxidizing and relatively depleted in H2S2.
5.2. Evidence of an Ultramafic Metal Source

Ultramafic-influenced hydrothermal fields, where circulating hydrothermal fluid interacts with ultramafic rocks and fluids produced during serpentinization, produce geochemically distinct hydrothermal fluids and massive sulfide mineralization (Allen & Seyfried, 2003; Fouquet et al., 2010; Hannington et al., 2005; Kawasumi & Chiba, 2017). Hydrothermal fluids are more reducing relative to basalt-hosted environments (Figure 13) due to serpentinization reactions involving the hydration of olivine to form magnetite, silica and H₂ (Allen & Seyfried, 2003). The resulting hydrothermal fluids in ultramafic-influenced vent sites can produce a mineral assemblage of magnetite, isocubanite and pyrrhotite (Borodaev et al., 2007; Marques et al., 2007; Melekestseva et al., 2020). The occurrence of abundant magnetite in our samples supports the presence of highly reducing fluids that have been sampled in other ultramafic-hosted vent sites (Allen & Seyfried, 2003). However, the fact similar mineral assemblages have not been documented at the seafloor at 13°30′N (e.g., Semenov-3; Melekestseva et al., 2018), suggests the highly reducing fluids were not widespread.

Sulfide mineralization in ultramafic-influenced hydrothermal fields, and on-land VMS deposits are enriched in Ni, Co and platinum group elements relative to mafic-hosted environments (Hannington et al., 2005). The enrichment in Ni and Co is due to higher Ni and Co contents in ultramafic lithologies relative to mafic lithologies (Gale et al., 2013; Gülçağ & Delaloye, 1976). Bulk rock samples contain high Ni (up to 1,580 ppm; Table 1) and Co (up to 443 ppm), and provides evidence that fluids had interacted and leached metals from an ultramafic source lithology, located deeper in the system and therefore not accessible for sampling. The fluids then exploited the increased permeability associated with the detachment surface where they became mineralized at shallower crustal levels that are dominated by mafic lithologies, as observed in our samples. Pyrite from 13°30′N also contains high average Co and Ni contents at 189 ± 447 and 970 ± 1,222 ppm, respectively (1σ, n = 168), but the content is highly variable (Figure 10a). By comparison with sub-seafloor pyrite from the active TAG mound, a largely basalt hosted deposit has an average Co and Ni content of 448 and 22 ppm, respectively (Grant et al., 2018). Pyrite from ultramafic-hosted vent sites, such as Logachev and Kairei, contain comparably high Ni contents at 422 and 143 ppm, respectively (Keith, Haase, et al., 2016, Keith, Häckel et al., 2016). Thus, the high average Ni content of pyrite at 13°30′N provides geochemical evidence that metals were contributed from an ultramafic source.

5.3. Metal Zonations in Pyrite

Two distinct types of zonation present in the samples analyzed intricate zonations (1–5 µm) that are laterally continuous across individual grains, having a concentric zonation pattern emanating from the grain core, and irregular zonations that occur around areas of intragrain porosity or at the grain margin. The relationship between the two types of zonations is distinct; intricate zonations are overprinted by later irregular zonations. Concentric zonations, albeit of a less intricate nature, have been documented in several ore forming systems, for example, SMS deposits (Martin et al., 2023), epithermal Au deposits (Tanner et al., 2013, 2016) and porphyry Cu deposits (Reich et al., 2013). In these deposits, the concentric zonations are interpreted to be primary features that record
changes in the physicochemical conditions (e.g., pH, temperature, salinity) of the hydrothermal fluid that influences the solubility of different metals, that are subsequently recorded as variations in sulfide geochemistry as the grain grows. We interpret the fine-scale concentric zonations in pyrite from 13°30′N as primary features related to fluctuations in the chemistry and/or temperature of the hydrothermal fluid. To our knowledge, later overprinting of these primary features has not been observed in other SMS deposits, but we suggest that it may be a common phenomenon in deposits affected by later fluid flow events, where fluids had a distinctly different redox state. The distribution of irregular zonations along permeable horizons and near the grain margin indicates that they do not relate to primary compositional changes in hydrothermal fluid composition and are instead secondary.

Both primary and secondary zonations are most clearly distinguished by changes in Ni and Co content visible in element maps and in across grain time resolved analysis profiles (Figures 11a and 11b). Nickel and Co occur as Ni$^{2+}$ and Co$^{2+}$ that are substituted for Fe$^{2+}$ in the pyrite crystal lattice (Huston, Sie, & Suter, 1995; Huston, Sie, Suter, Cooke, & Both, 1995; Maslennikov et al., 2009). Both Ni and Co commonly form concentric zonation patterns in pyrite in a range of different ore deposit types (e.g., IOCG, IOA; Steadman et al., 2021). Selenium

---

**Figure 13.** Summary schematic explaining the two possible origins of zonations in pyrite. (a) Pyrite overgrowth. Initially, pyrite forms with concentric zonations (primary) and has a euhedral morphology. Pyrite then undergoes dissolution during oxidation leading to a subhedral/anhedral morphology. The grain is then overgrown by a later pyrite generation with distinct pulses of Ni and Co-rich fluid under variable redox conditions forming rims that contain abundant hematite and magnetite (c). The grain then undergoes variable amounts of dissolution. (b) Grain-scale remobilization. Initially, pyrite forms euhedral grains with concentric primary zonations. During oxidation the grain undergoes dissolution forming subhedral/anhedral grains. Oxidizing fluids penetrate the grain along permeability structures precipitating magnetite and hematite. Nickel and Co are remobilized from the margin of the grain and permeability structure leading to the formation of Ni and Co reaction fronts that mark the extent to which fluids penetrated the pyrite grain. (c) $\log f_{S_{2}}$ vs $f_{O_{2}}$ diagram for the Fe-S-O system at 350°C and 300 bars (after Kawasumi & Chiba, 2017). Red squares show the approximate location of expected redox fluid conditions at 13°30′N. Arrows indicate that redox conditions fluctuated over time from the pyrite.
is also incorporated in a solid solution in the pyrite lattice by substituting for $S^{2−}$ (Huston, Sie, & Suter, 1995; Huston, Sie, Suter, Cooke, & Both, 1995). In SMS deposits, Co, Ni and Se have an affinity for higher temperature fluids (>300°C), for example, at the active TAG mound, where they are enriched in pyrite from the stockwork and lower mound area (Grant et al., 2018). More recently, the importance of oxidized brines in the transport of Ni and Co has been investigated, showing that large quantities of both Ni and Co can be transported in both high-temperature (>250°C) low-pH hydrothermal fluids and near-neutral pH oxidized brines (Jansson & Liu, 2020). Cobalt is transported as $\text{CoCl}_2(\text{H}_2\text{O})$ or $\text{CoCl}_4^{−}$ (at 150°C and 250°C, respectively), whereas Ni is transported as $\text{NiCl}_2$ at both 150 and 250°C (Jansson & Liu, 2020). Jansson and Liu (2020) show that Co is soluble at any pH at 150°C, whereas Ni is insoluble at a pH above 7. Thus, the difference in the distribution of Ni and Co can be explained as a function of fluctuating fluid pH, with Ni being insoluble when the fluid pH was above 7. Moreover, Maslennikov et al. (2009) note that increasing $f_\text{O}_2$ or decreasing temperature first favors the substitution of Co$^{2+}$ followed by Ni$^{2+}$ for Fe$^{3+}$ in the pyrite crystal lattice. Therefore, Co and Ni distribution in pyrite is affected by varying relative contributions of geochemically distinct fluids, namely ambient seawater and high-temperature (>250°C) and acidic hydrothermal fluid. A relatively higher influx of hydrothermal fluid would decrease the fluid $f_\text{O}_2$, increase $f_\text{S}_2$ and increase temperature, whereas seawater influx would have the opposite effect.

When considering primary concentric zonations, Se is enriched between the zones of Co and Ni enrichment (Figures 8h–8i and 9a–9j). This indicates a decoupled relationship between Se and Ni-Co. Selenium-rich zones could have formed from several processes: magmatic degassing episodes, as Se has an affinity for the volatile phase (Martin et al., 2021), variations in fluid redox, with oxidized fluids being able to transport higher amounts of Se (Huston et al., 1995a, 1995b), or pulses of higher temperature fluid, as Se is preferentially enriched in high-temperature pyrite generations (Butler & Nesbitt, 1999).

At the active TAG mound, Se, Co and Ni are co-enriched in sub-seafloor pyrite (Grant et al., 2018), due to their affinity for high-temperature hydrothermal fluids. In contrast, Revan et al. (2014) found a decoupled relationship between Se, Co and Ni across individual chimney conduits, related to the increased solubility of Ni in moderate to high-temperature fluids, leading to Ni precipitation at relatively low temperatures compared with Co and Se. Our data is consistent with this observation, showing that the metal behavior and enrichment processes that occur at the chimney scale also apply at the scale of individual mineral grains.

The addition of Se during magmatic volatile degassing may also be important in controlling the mineral-scale distribution of Se, as previous studies have suggested that some metals in the Semenov vent cluster (e.g., Au, Ag, Te, Se) were contributed by magmatic volatile degassing (Melekestseva et al., 2017). However, Se enriched zones in our samples do not correlate with decreasing δ$^{34}$S values (Figures 8l and 9k), and δ$^{34}$S values < 0‰ are absent, which does not support the presence of an SO$_2$-rich magmatic volatile phase (e.g., Herzog et al., 1998).

5.4. Origin of Secondary Zonations: Remobilization or Overgrowth?

All of the pyrite grains that we examined show distinct zonation patterns: Ni and Co (+Se) are depleted at the grain margin (~10–50 μm wide) and in the center of grains surrounding inclusion-rich or porous regions, and are mantled by zones of Ni and Co enrichment forming a thin rind (~1–5 μm wide; e.g., Figures 3e–3g). There are two hypotheses that can explain the distribution of Ni and Co and textural observations in our samples: (a) the Ni-Co (+Se) depleted zone at the grain margin is a new generation of pyrite overgrowth precipitated under distinct conditions from a fluid that was relatively depleted in Ni and Co, or (b) Ni and Co were remobilized from surrounding permeable regions and the grain margin by later chemically distinct fluids, but pyrite did not undergo dissolution and reprecipitation (Bente & Doering, 1995).

Some pyrite grains have an anhedral morphology or resorbed core with the margin of the grain exhibiting a depletion in Ni and Co (e.g., Figures 9g–9k). The pyrite grain margins commonly contain numerous hematite and magnetite inclusions that decrease in abundance toward the grain core (e.g., Figures 7g–7l). In our first hypothesis, pyrite undergoes a phase of dissolution, most likely due to oxidation driven by prolonged periods of seawater ingress, and is then overprinted by a later pyrite generation that formed during a renewed phase of hydrothermal activity (Figure 13a). Dissolution and reprecipitation effectively explain the sharp boundaries between primary concentric zonations, the generally irregular shape of this boundary, representing the anhedral pyrite grain after oxidation and dissolution, and the precipitation of a later pyrite generation that is relatively depleted in Ni and Co and does not contain primary concentric zonations. The pyrite overgrowth formed from geochemically distinct
fluids that did not contain high Co, Ni or Se, most likely due to lower fluid temperatures, low H_2S contents, and higher fO_2, forming magnetite and hematite-rich rims in some pyrite grains (Figures 4d–4f).

However, the dissolution followed by reprecipitation of pyrite (Figure 13a) cannot explain some of the more complex textural features, such as “channel structures” (Figures 9a–9f), frilly and intricate metal enrichment zones (Figures 8a–8f), and the occurrence of Co and Ni enriched zones away from the grain margin where overgrowth is expected to occur (Figures 8g–8i). Thus, we suggest that secondary zonations of Ni and Co do not solely represent dissolution and reprecipitation reactions, instead indicating that redistribution of trace metals has occurred due to fluid overprinting where the pyrite grain did not undergo dissolution. Oxidizing fluids (Figure 13c) reacted with pyrite leading to the solid-state (i.e., coupled dissolution-reprecipitation reactions; Ruiz-Agudo et al., 2014) remobilization and concentration of Ni and Co. Similar diffusion process can influence Cu and In distribution in sphalerite (Bente & Doering, 1995), however experimental data characterizing the diffusion of elements in pyrite remains undetermined. Diffusion and remobilization occurred both at the grain margin and within permeable regions in the grain interior (Figure 13b). Permeability networks within pyrite were created during pyrite dissolution and can be seen as orientated networks of vugs or inclusions of magnetite/hematite indicating fluid flow (e.g., Figures 4d, 4e, and 8h).

The overprinting fluid erases primary textural features such as concentric zonations and concentrates metals along reaction fronts (Figures 8b and 8e; Figure 13b). The reaction front, enriched in Ni and Co, defines the limit that fluids penetrated the pyrite grain. Remobilization best explains the occurrence of intricate “channel structures” where primary zonations in Co, Ni, and Se are disrupted and erased (Figures 9d–9i), in close proximity to areas of magnetite formation. The zonations in the channel structures have a shadow or tail structure that disrupts the concentric zonation, representing directional fluid flow from a zone of increased permeability (Figure 9b). The localized disruption of primary zonations indicates that remobilization at the mineral-scale was extensive and did not occur only at the grain margin (e.g., Figures 8h, 8i, and 8k). Thus, the mineral-scale distribution of metals is influenced by both dissolution-reprecipitation reactions and fluid overprinting that led to the solid-state remobilization and concentration of metals (Figure 13).

Numerous studies have documented the remobilization of trace metals in seafloor hydrothermal systems (Evans et al., 2020; Gallant & Von Damm, 2006; Keith, Häckel, et al., 2016; Martin et al., 2022b), however, what is generally assumed that complete dissolution of the mineral or part of the mineral occurs and is followed by either the precipitation of a secondary mineral phase or loss of a given metal from the system in the fluid phase (e.g., Haymon, 1983). The remobilization of trace metals can also occur due to galvanic interactions between different sulfide minerals during oxidation, where two minerals with different rest potentials in an electrolyte solution act as a cathode (e.g., pyrite) and anode (e.g., chalcopyrite) (Abraitis et al., 2004; Fallon et al., 2017). Here, we provide microtextural and geochemical evidence of an additional mechanism of trace metal enrichment where metals are remobilized at the scale of individual mineral grains, and, in the case of Ni and Co, may become concentrated and not lost to the fluid phase during mineral dissolution. In contrast, Se is not enriched at the reaction fronts, indicating that it is lost from the system. However, an effective mechanism explaining the solid-state remobilization or perhaps diffusion of Ni and Co, without dissolution and reprecipitation in pyrite due to fluctuating redox conditions remains enigmatic, though the textural evidence supporting this process is clear.

The sulfur isotopic composition of pyrite provides further complimentary evidence for changes in the source of the hydrothermal fluid as the pyrite grains grew (Figures 7–9). In SMS deposits, and associated hydrothermal systems, sulfur is principally sourced via thermochemical sulfate reduction (TSR) of seawater (~21‰; Rees et al., 1978) and the leaching of sulfur from oceanic lithosphere and contained magmatic sulfate minerals (~0‰; Sakai et al., 1984). This two component mixing forms sulfide minerals in sediment-free MOR Setting with δ^34S values of between 0 and 5‰ (e.g., Hannington et al., 2005). The addition of sulfur from SO_2 degassing, where SO_2 undergoes disproportionation, typical of subduction-influenced vent sites, produces a more variable sulfur isotopic signature in sulfide minerals, typically with δ^34S values of <0‰ (de Ronde et al., 2011; Herzig et al., 1998; Petersen et al., 2002).

Previous investigations utilizing sulfur isotope ratios of sulfide minerals at Semenov-1, −2, −3 and −4 have an average δ^34S value of 0.9 ± 2.5‰ (n = 25, 1σ) (Figure 12). Notably, several δ^34S values at Semenov-1 plot at <0‰, and, coupled with an enrichment of Au and Ag in the nearby Semenov-2 vent field, are interpreted as evidence of magmatic volatile influx (Melekestseva et al., 2014, 2017). Our data from the exposed fault surface at Semenov-4 does not support the presence of a magmatic volatile phase, indicating that if a magmatic volatile
phase was present in the Semenov vent field cluster, it was a localized phenomenon, both temporally and spatially (Herzig et al., 1998; Martin et al., 2021). The average δ34S value for all analyses in this study is consistent with the contribution of sulfur from TSR and the leaching of host rocks at 6.4 ± 1.3‰ (n = 45, 1σ). However, systematic variations in δ34S values across several pyrite grains indicate temporal variability in the source of sulfur or fluid conditions during pyrite growth (Figures 7–9).

In all grains analyzed, the rim of the grain was enriched in δ34S relative to the core. For example, the margin of the grain in one sample (Figure 8h), where secondary zonations occur, consistently contained δ34S values > 8‰ (n = 3), that decreased sharply from 8.7 to 5.2‰ toward the center of the grain where primary zonations were present. A similar trend where δ34S values decrease from 9.2‰ in secondary zonations to 5.3‰ across primary zonations occurred in another grain (Figure 9). A similar range in δ34S values has been reported in other detachment fault-related vent sites such as Suye, where increasing δ34S values from 4.4 to 11.3‰ in sulfide minerals indicates an increase in the amount of sulfur derived from TSR of seawater from ~36% to ~50% (Liao et al., 2022). Assuming that seawater sulfate is quantitatively reduced to sulfide, and a two-component mixing model is valid, then: δ34S_{mix} = X * δ34S_{Seawater} + (1 – X) * δ34S_{basalt}, where seawater ≈ 21‰ (Rees et al., 1978), basalt = 0.1‰ (Sakai et al., 1984), and “X” represents the amount of sulfate contributed from TSR of seawater. Then the amount of sulfur derived from TSR of seawater at 13°30’N ranged from 18% to 43%, with an average for all analyses of 30%. This range is in good agreement with values reported at the Suye hydrothermal field (Liao et al., 2022), with the average value at 13°30’N comparable to sediment-free SMS/VMS deposits ranging from 0% to 33% (Keith, Haase, et al., 2016; Martin et al., 2019; Zeng et al., 2017). We show that the same systematic variation in δ34S values as observed using micro-drilling of sulfide minerals at Suye also occurs at the micron-scale across individual mineral grains. In pyrite rims at 13°30’N, high δ34S values (>8‰) represent an increase in the amount of sulfur sourced from the TSR of seawater. The lower δ34S values preserved in the grain core, where primary zonations are present, indicating that a higher proportion of sulfur was leached from host rocks leading to lower δ34S values, which are typical of many SMS deposits (Zeng et al., 2017).

As previously discussed, some pyrite grains did not undergo dissolution but instead were overprinted by an oxidizing fluid. If this is the case, then it suggests that δ34S has been preferentially remobilized relative to 34S producing high δ34S values in pyrite. Diffusion is one possible mechanism where pyrite would react with surrounding fluids that had a higher 34S/32S ratio than earlier formed pyrite, due to increased seawater influx, however, diffusion requires high-temperatures (>>200°C) and occurs on a timescale of millions to 10s of millions of years (Watson et al., 2009). Therefore, the diffusion of sulfur does not provide a plausible mechanism to explain the distribution of sulfur isotope values at 13°30’N, as the OCC is estimated to be only 470,000 years old (Escartín et al., 2017), and sulfide mineralization on the seafloor is younger still (max 124,000 years; Kuznetsov et al., 2011). Coupled with the relatively low temperatures (<350°C) derived from the alteration mineral assemblage, diffusion is unlikely to alter the sulfur isotopic composition of pyrite. Hence, we cannot fully reconcile our textural observations with isotopic or geochemical signatures.

5.5. Significance of Fluctuating Redox Conditions

We show here that fluctuating fluid redox plays an important role in the concentration of trace metals across individual mineral grains (Figure 13c). At 13°30’N, episodes of seawater influx followed by renewed hydrothermal activity led to changes in fluid temperature, pH, and fO2 over time. During seawater ingress associated with prolonged fault movement along the detachment surface fluids became cooler (but still above 160°C) to facilitate TSR; Machel et al., 1995), had a near neutral pH and were more oxidizing. Samples recovered from 13°30’N represent the transition from a typical high-temperature, reduced and sulfur-rich “black smoker” type fluid (Allen & Seyfried, 2003; Von Damm, 1990) to one dominated by seawater (Figure 13c). Microtextural evidence indicates that this transition concentrates metals in pyrite and that they are not lost from the system to the fluid, suggesting that recently active hydrothermal fields, prior to complete oxidation, can concentrate certain metals, especially redox-sensitive metals such as Ni and Co. Key questions remain if this process applies to black smoker chimneys and not only samples that once formed below the seafloor, as analyzed here, or ultramafic-hosted settings more widely, or if metal remobilization takes place under a unique set of fluid conditions found only at 13°30’N.
5.6. Evidence of Pyrite Deformation

Textural features within pyrite grains at 13°30′N have, to our knowledge, not been documented previously in VMS or SMS deposits. These are “streaky fabrics” (Figures 3g and 3h), “kink bands” (Figures 3j and 3k), “channel structures” (Figure 3i) and “mineral-scale deformation zones” (Figure 9b). The origin of some of these microtextural features is hard to comprehend without some degree of late-stage modification, deformation or remobilization, whether that is by late-stage fluid flow (e.g., channel structures) or due to lattice deformation/ fracturing of the pyrite grains (e.g., kink bands and mineral-scale deformation zones; Figure 9b), or perhaps a combination of many different processes (e.g., streaky fabric; Figures 6g and 6h). But given that pyrite is more stable during metamorphism and reacts in a brittle manner compared with other sulfide minerals (Lafrance et al., 2020), it may record not only chemical compositional changes during primary hydrothermal processes but also later metamorphic events, in this case relating to slip along the detachment fault surface. A similar model is hypothesized at the 13°20′N OCC, where basaltic and rare ultramafic hydrothermally altered and silicified clasts, similar to those observed here, are brecciated and integrated along the detachment fault surface from a depth of 1–2 km, representing the base of the sheeted dyke complex in the hangingwall of the detachment (Bonnemains et al., 2017; Verflaguet et al., 2021).

Thus, the deformation structures in pyrite are consistent with the formation of samples at deeper crustal levels (possibly 1–2 km deep) below the seafloor where samples were progressively exhumed along a fault surface to their current location at the seafloor within the fault surface, which would have formed under the rift valley floor when the detachment was active, hence supporting the findings of Bonnemains et al. (2017) at the 13°20′N OCC. The formation of samples at deeper levels is further supported by early generations of brecciated basaltic clasts, multiple phases of vein growth, the large grain size of pyrite (several mm in some cases) and microtextural observations in pyrite such as grain scale deformation zones and kink bands.

The link between deformation and sulfide geochemistry remains a key area of research, especially given that many world-class VMS deposits (e.g., Kidd Creek, Canada) are located in greenschist facies metamorphic terranes where post-formation deformation is likely to occur and may lead to the remobilization of metals (e.g., Denisova et al., 2023). To further investigate these features and to understand the influence of pyrite deformation on trace metal distribution in SMS/VMS deposits and ore deposits more widely, a combined geochemical and microstructural approach using electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) and geochemistry is needed.

6. Summary and Conclusion

We utilize a combined microtextural, geochemical and isotopic analytical approach with micron-scale resolution to investigate pyrite in an oxidizing detachment fault hosted environment. Samples analyzed from 13°30′N on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge contained pyrite, magnetite and hematite, indicating the presence of oxidizing fluids. Mafic-dominated lithologies, possibly containing ultramafic components that were progressively replaced by quartz-hematite-pyrite vein networks, indicating fluid temperatures of ~250°C. Periods of pulsed seawater ingress due to ongoing fault movement along the detachment surface produced oxidizing fluids and led to the redistribution of Ni and Co at the scale of individual mineral grains. Our data provide evidence of trace metal behavior in response to fluctuating fluid redox, providing an analog to understand the waning stages of hydrothermal activity in SMS deposits and metal enrichment processes in detachment-fault hosted ultramafic environments. Later, deformation of pyrite that occurs as kink bands and micron-scale deformation zones indicates that pyrite formed ~1–2 km below the seafloor and was then exhumed along the detachment fault surface to its current position on a fault scarp at the seafloor.

Microtextural evidence shows that both primary and secondary zonations exist in pyrite at 13°30′N. Primary zonations occur on the micron scale, exhibit a concentric zonation pattern and are overprinted by secondary zonations. Secondary zonations are characterized by frilly, intricate, irregular zonation patterns and are spatially related to the grain margin or areas of high permeability within the grain core. In primary zonations, Se shows a decoupled relationship with Ni and Co. Primary zonations formed in response to fluctuating fluid redox and temperature variations during pyrite growth. The distribution of Ni and Co differs slightly due to the subtle difference in depositional efficiency related to changing temperature and pH between the two elements. The relationship between primary and secondary zonations is unambiguous; secondary zonations are later and overprint primary zonations. We propose two mechanisms explaining the observed textural and geochemical data: (a)
pyrite dissolution followed by re-precipitation of pyrite, and (b) the solid-state remobilization of trace metals by overprinting fluids forming metal enriched zones along redox fronts. These two processes are not mutually exclusive, and the mechanism varies between grains; however, the microtextural features such as frilly and irregular zonations and channel flow structures that have not been documented previously cannot be explained solely by the dissolution and reprecipitation of pyrite.

The sulfur isotopic ratio of pyrite does not support the presence of a prominent magmatic volatile phase as values <0‰ are absent. Sulfur is derived from the TSR of seawater and the leaching of igneous host rocks. Systematic analytical transects across the boundary between primary and secondary zonations indicate a change in the source of sulfur. The grain rim is systematically enriched in δ34S relative to the grain core, indicating that either later fluids that precipitated pyrite contained an increased proportion of sulfur sourced from TSR of seawater or that δ34S was preferentially remobilized during fluid overprinting and solid-state remobilization. Our data link the geochemical and isotopic composition of pyrite to the exhumation history of an oceanic detachment fault.
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